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INTRODUCTION

In a previous contribution (Chen et al. 2002), we reported
the results of an X-band (9.4 GHz) electron paramagnetic reso-
nance (EPR) spectroscopic study of synthetic fluorapatite con-
taining 1.2 ± 0.2 wt% [~10 000 ppm] Gd2O3, and described a
Gd3+ center “a” assigned to the Ca2 site (Fig. 1). That study
provided information for the local structural environment of
the Gd3+ ion in that site, complementing data from high-preci-
sion X-ray structure refinement of natural and synthetic REE-
bearing apatites (e.g., Hughes et al. 1991; Fleet and Pan 1995;
Comodi et al. 1999; Fleet et al. 2000a, 2000b). Moreover, the
local structural environment of the Gd3+ ion in “a” furnished
insight into the substitution mechanism for incorporating this
ion (as a representative of the trivalent rare-earth elements,
REEs) into the Ca2 site in fluorapatite. The X-band EPR spec-
tra also suggested the possible presence of another major Gd3+

center (“b”), which at this frequency is only partly observed in
the single-crystal spectra. Center “b” is the primary subject of
the present paper.

The present study was initiated for two reasons. Firstly, a
new synthesis experiment was conducted to produce fluorapa-
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ABSTRACT

A W-band (94 GHz) electron paramagnetic resonance (EPR) study of synthetic fluorapatite with
57 ± 4 ppm Gd has been made on single crystals at ~287 K. The spectra disclosed the presence of a
previously unreported type of Gd3+ center denoted by “b” herein (S = 7/2), in addition to the Gd3+

center “a” assigned to the Ca2 site using the results of a previous X-band (9.5 GHz) EPR study
(Chen et al. 2002). In particular, the single-crystal W-band EPR spectra from three orthogonal-rota-
tion planes allowed determination of an appropriate spin-Hamiltonian for center “b,” including the
spin terms of type BS (matrix g) and S2 (matrix D) and the parameters associated with the high-spin
terms of type S4 and S6 as well as BS3 and BS5. Agreement between the observed and simulated
single-crystal spectra confirmed the validity of the spin-Hamiltonian analysis.

The principal values of the matrices g and D [e.g., D/geβe = 1069.2(1) G and E/geβe = 52.4(3) G]
suggest a considerably distorted rhombic local environment for the Gd3+ ions in center “b.”  The
principal directions of D suggest that “b” corresponds to Gd3+ at the Ca1 site. This site assignment is
supported by a pseudo-symmetry analysis of the term S4, i.e., approximate matching of the direc-
tions of the calculated pseudo-symmetry axes to the bond directions and face normals of the coordi-
nation polyhedron of the ideal Ca1 site. The data suggest that the incorporation of Gd3+ into the Ca1
site is achieved by a coupled substitution (2Gd3+ + ■■  ↔  3Ca2+) involving a Ca2+ vacancy ■■ and that
the vacancy is located at a next-nearest-neighbor Ca2 site, resulting in a Gd3+- - ■■ - - - Gd3+ arrange-
ment, with the cations well separated.

tite single crystals containing only approximately ~100 ppm
Gd to take advantage of the EPR technique for investigating
this paramagnetic ion at trace levels of concentration, such as
are commonly encountered in natural apatites (e.g., Pan et al.
1993; Pan and Breaks 1997). Second, the single-crystal EPR
study was performed at the more energetic and sensitive W-
band frequency (~94 GHz) in order to investigate the Gd3+ center
“b” that was only partly observed in the X-band experiments,
to determine the spin-Hamiltonian parameters for “b.” The fit-
ted spin-Hamiltonian parameters together with a pseudo-sym-
metry analysis using the S4 parameters in turn permitted a
detailed evaluation of the local structural environment of the
Gd3+ ion in “b.” In particular, these results showed that Gd3+ of
the center “b” corresponds to substitution into the Ca1 site,
which has a different stereochemical environment from the Ca2
site (Fig. 1; cf., Hughes et al. 1989). Moreover, information
about the Gd3+ ion in “b” provided insight into a different mecha-
nism of substitution for incorporating REEs into fluorapatite,
which (unlike that for the Gd3+ center “a” at the Ca2 site) ap-
pears to involve a vacancy. The results reported herein also
allowed an independent testing for the spin-Hamiltonian of the
Gd3+ center “a” obtained from the X-band study (Chen et al.
2002).


